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description: when it comes to football video games, fifa is the very best game. it delivers the most authentic football experience ever. it boasts an improved and more realistic game-play engine that delivers a football experience like no other. it boasts an improved and more authentic game-play engine that delivers a football experience like no
other. fifa 20 showed how we could bring ai to life on and off the pitch, and weve now expanded the game to more situations to make the off-the-pitch intelligence even more powerful. from having footballers build their own teams to training their players and seeing their careers through, fifa delivers a truly authentic football experience. each

season of the new career mode features a story, telling the rise and fall of a coach, while offering a number of challenges through which players can reach the summit of the fifa world. as well as new features and innovations within the game, a new set of player agents has been introduced, allowing you to alter your characters on the pitch and off.
these agents will be available to all players through the main game, and can be unlocked throughout the career mode. there are now eight new player attributes, four of which are new to the fifa series. these include speed, work rate, power and strength, and your character now has the choice of selecting one of four distinct playing styles for any

action. each of the four styles comes with different attributes to affect how your player moves, tackles and kicks. the ability to choose an instant style is now a feature of each of the players in career mode.
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on xbox 360 and playstation 3, the fifa 12 demo for windows pc and os x will be available on origin.com and the playstation store respectively from september 11th, with the pc demo launching on origin.com at 12am pt on september 12th. the demo will be available for a limited time only and will be playable for the first time on september 13th.
you will need a 4gb usb stick and a windows pc or os x computer to play the demo. the xbox 360 demo will be available from september 11th and playstation 3 from september 12th on www.fifa.com/releaseparty and www.ea.com/fifa. fifa 12 is the most authentic football game in the world. every team, every player, every stadium, every pitch is
recreated in incredible detail, with a dynamic, reactive game-play engine that delivers a football experience like no other. experience the world’s game like never before, with more game modes, more ways to play, and more features than any football game before. pc users can experience what it’s like to take control of their very own club on the

world’s best football playground. with an improved and more realistic game-play engine that delivers the most authentic football experience ever, fifa 12 offers greater playability, more ways to play, more clubs and more leagues than ever before. experience the world’s game like never before, with more game modes, more ways to play, and
more features than any football game before. developed by ea canada and published by electronic arts in north america, fifa 12 is rated pegi 12 for spain and pegi 16 for the uk. the game has received an m rating in australia and new zealand for content that may offend or shock. all xbox 360 games are rated e for everyone by the esrb, and all

playstation 3 games are rated t for teen by the esrb. 5ec8ef588b
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